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Abstract Metacognitive control may occur if an organism

seeks additional information when the available information

for solving a problem is inadequate. Such information-

seeking behavior has been documented in primates, but

evidence of analogous behavior is less convincing in non-

primates. In our study, we adopted a novel methodological

approach. We presented pigeons with visual discriminations

of varying levels of difficulty, and on special testing trials, we

gave the birds the opportunity of making the discrimination

easier. We initially trained pigeons on a discrimination

between same and different visual arrays, each containing 12

items (low difficulty), 4 items (intermediate difficulty), or 2

items (high difficulty). We later provided an ‘‘Information’’

button that the pigeons could peck to increase the number of

items in the arrays, thereby making the discrimination easier,

plus a ‘‘Go’’ button which, when pecked, simply allowed the

pigeons to proceed to their final discriminative response.

Critically, our pigeons’ choice of the ‘‘Information’’ button

increased as the difficulty of the task increased. As well,

some of our pigeons showed evidence of prompt and

appropriate transfer of using the ‘‘Information’’ button to

help them perform brand-new brightness and size discrimi-

nation tasks. Speculation as to the contents of pigeons’ pri-

vate mental states may be unwarranted, but our pigeons did

objectively exhibit the kind of complex, flexible, and adap-

tive information-seeking behavior that is deemed to be

involved in metacognitive control.

Keywords Metacognition � Metacognitive control �
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Introduction

If you must drive to an unfamiliar city, then you will likely

buy a map or ask for directions before embarking on your

trip; if a new movie is released, then you may read reviews

before purchasing a ticket; if several candidates are con-

tending for the presidency, then you may try to learn as

much as possible about each before casting your ballot. We

humans tend to seek information when we do not know

enough to successfully perform a task. This information-

seeking process is believed to be mediated by knowledge

about whether or not we possess sufficient task informa-

tion. When we appreciate that we lack adequate informa-

tion, we engage in a variety of behaviors in order to remedy

that situation (Dunlosky and Metcalfe 2009).

According to Nelson’s influential model of metacogni-

tion (Nelson 1996; Nelson and Narens 1990), adjusting

one’s actions in accord with the knowledge that one either

does or does not have sufficient involves metacognitive

monitoring—knowledge about one’s own perceptions

and cognitions—and metacognitive control—initiating,

continuing, or terminating a behavior in order to appro-

priately modify the situation. Nelson’s model sought to

explain human metacognition; it was silent about these

processes in animals. Nevertheless, his ideas have now

moved into the realm of comparative cognition. Clever

methods have been devised to see if animals do indeed

have access to their own knowledge and to determine if

they can adaptively act on this knowledge (e.g., Foote and

Crystal 2012; Hampton 2001; Kornell et al. 2007; Smith

et al. 2008; see Roberts et al. 2012, for a review).
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As one example, if food is available but is out of sight,

then will animals work to gain the information that is nec-

essary to retrieve the food? Will they engage in what is

known as information-seeking behavior? To find out, Call

and Carpenter (2001) presented chimpanzees and orangu-

tans with two or three opaque tubes, only one of which

contained a piece of food. On some occasions, the apes had

full visual access to the experimenter placing the food into

one of the tubes, whereas on other occasions, there was a

screen between the apes and the tubes, thereby preventing

the animals from seeing into which tube the food was being

placed. Once the food had been placed into the tube, the

apes could bend over and look into the tubes before

extracting the food. If the apes had seen the tube being

baited, then they should have all of the information that they

need to successfully retrieve the food; so, bending and

looking would now be unnecessary. Only when the apes had

not been able to see the baiting process, should they bend

over and peer into the tubes. The apes responded appro-

priately: they looked into the tubes less often when they had

seen where the food had been placed than when they had not

been able to view the baiting (see also Hampton et al. 2004).

Still, this differential looking behavior may be explained

as the result of competition between a reaching response—

which would be strong after seeing a specific tube paired

with food—and a looking response—which would be

weaker than the reaching response after observed baiting,

but not after unobserved baiting (see Carruthers 2008:

Crystal and Foote 2011, for elaborations of this non-

metacognitive account). In response to this criticism, Call

(2010) reported that, when the value of the hidden reward

was higher, the apes correspondingly increased their

looking behavior; that is, the more valuable the reward, the

more effort the apes were willing to expend. According to a

response competition account, highly valuable rewards

should more strongly encourage a reaching response, but

this was not the case in Call’s study (see Marsh and

MacDonald 2011a, b, for similar results).

Notwithstanding these and other supportive observa-

tions, evidence of information-seeking behavior in non-

primates is not so encouraging. For example, Roberts et al.

(2009) attempted to document information-seeking

behavior in distant evolutionary relatives of apes and

humans—namely, pigeons. Roberts et al. used a matching-

to-sample procedure, an easy task for pigeons to solve, in

which one (center) key is illuminated with a color, for

example, red. When the bird pecks this red key, two other

(side) keys, one red and one green, light up, and the bird

must peck the side key that is the same color as the center

key to obtain food; pecks to the side key that is a different

color from the center key do not produce food. Unlike most

matching-to-sample studies, Roberts et al. inserted a prior

procedural step; the pigeons had to choose either a triangle

on the left key or a circle on the right key. A peck to the

triangle lit the center key with the sample for the matching-

to-sample task, and later, the comparison keys were pre-

sented. But, a peck to the circle advanced the pigeons

directly to the comparison keys; so, in the latter case, the

sample was not seen and the choice between the compar-

ison keys could not be informed by the identity of the

sample stimulus.

In this embellished design, the pigeons could choose

either obtaining the information necessary to solve the

matching-to-sample task (that is, pecking at the triangle to

see the sample) or proceeding directly to the comparison

keys without seeing the sample (that is, pecking at the circle).

Even when choosing to see the sample could increase the

pigeons’ probability of food presentation from .50 to 1.00,

the pigeons were utterly insensitive to this information-

seeking contingency; the pigeons did not choose the triangle

over the circle (but see Beran and Smith 2011, for successful

performance of monkeys on a variant of this task). Roberts

et al. concluded that ‘‘pigeons showed no evidence of

understanding the importance of seeking information about

the correct choice before making a choice (p. 141).’’

One complication with the Roberts et al. (2009) study

was that pigeons’ choosing between seeing the sample and

going directly to the comparison stimuli was tantamount to

their choosing between an immediate-uncertain reward and

a delayed-certain reward, assuming that the pigeons had

mastered the matching-to-sample task. Zentall and Stagner

(2010) avoided this complication by giving their pigeons

the choice between an informative sample and an unin-

formative sample. At the beginning of a trial, pigeons had

to peck at either a plus sign or a circle. After pecking at the

plus sign, a red or green sample was presented on the

center key for 5 s and then red and green comparison

stimuli appeared on the side keys; choice of the red or

green comparison stimulus that matched the sample stim-

ulus was reinforced. After pecking at the circle, a blue or

yellow sample was presented on the center key for 5 s and

then red and green comparison stimuli appeared on the side

keys; correct choice between the red and green comparison

stimuli on these trials was randomly determined and was

independent of the color of the sample. So, pecking at the

plus sign led to an informative sample (red or green),

whereas pecking at the circle led to an uninformative

sample (blue or yellow).

Under these conditions, pigeons chose the option (the

plus sign) that gave them access to the informative sample

over 95 % of the time. Although these data are consistent

with pigeons’ engaging in a metacognitive process, Zentall

and Stagner (2010) were more circumspect in their inter-

pretation, concluding their report with the remark that ‘‘the

question of metacognition in pigeons remains an open

question (p. 4).’’
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In order to further explore the possibility of metacog-

nitive control in pigeons, we adopted a different method-

ological approach. We presented the birds with a

discrimination entailing different levels of difficulty. We

also gave the birds the opportunity to make the prevailing

discrimination easier; in other words, the birds could

control the stimuli that they had to discriminate. We

expected that when the task was difficult, the birds would

choose to make it easier, whereas when the task was easy,

they would not bother to do so.

We initially used a same–different discrimination task,

in which the pigeons were trained to distinguish two arrays

of items that were either all identical to one another (Same

arrays) or all nonidentical from one another (Different

arrays)—see Fig. 1. Both Same and Different arrays

appeared simultaneously on the screen and pigeons had to

choose one or the other depending on the background color

of the screen (Castro et al. 2010). We know from prior

studies that, the fewer the items in the Same and Different

arrays, the harder the discrimination is for pigeons (e.g.,

Castro et al. 2010; Young et al.1997). Thus, to create dif-

ferent degrees of difficulty for the birds, we arranged for

the arrays to contain 12 items (low difficulty), 4 items

(intermediate difficulty), and 2 items (high difficulty).

On critical testing trials, we included an ‘‘Information’’

button that pigeons could peck to increase the number of

items in the arrays, thereby making the task easier, plus a

‘‘Go’’ button that, when pecked, would simply allow the

birds to make their discriminative choice. Would the

pigeons respond in accord with their appreciating the dif-

ficulty of the discrimination, increasingly choosing the

Information button as the same–different discrimination

task was made increasingly difficult? That was the question

we hoped to answer in Experiment 1.

Experiment 1

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 4 pigeons maintained at 85 % of their

free-feeding weights by controlled daily feedings. The

birds had earlier been trained to perform the current con-

ditional same–different discrimination task with 16-icon

arrays (Castro et al. 2012).

Apparatus

The experiment used four 36 9 36 9 41–cm operant

conditioning chambers detailed by Gibson et al. (2004).

The chambers were located in a dark room with con-

tinuous white noise. Each chamber was equipped with a

15-inch LCD monitor located behind an AccuTouch�

resistive touchscreen (Elo TouchSystems, Fremont, CA).

The portion of the screen that was viewable by the

pigeons was 28.5 9 17 cm. Pecks to the touchscreen

were processed by a serial controller board outside the

box. A rotary dispenser delivered 45-mg pigeon pellets

through a vinyl tube into a food cup located in the center

of the rear wall opposite the touchscreen. Illumination

during the experimental sessions was provided by a

houselight mounted on the upper rear wall of the

chamber. The pellet dispenser and houselight were con-

trolled by a digital I/O interface board. Each chamber

was controlled by an Apple� iMac� computer. Programs

to run this and the next experiment were developed in

MatLab� with Psychtoolbox-3 extensions (Brainard

1997; Pelli 1997; http://psychtoolbox.org/).

Same

Different

Fig. 1 Examples of 12-item Same and Different arrays used in

Experiment 1
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Stimuli

A total of 48 color icons selected from an image database

(Hemera Technologies Inc.) constituted the total icon pool.

Each of the items occupied an area of 1 9 1 cm. For any

given Same array, a single icon was randomly chosen from

the pool and then used to create an array of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or

12 identical items; for any given Different array, 2, 4, 6, 8,

10, or 12 icons were randomly chosen from the pool and

then used to create an array of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 non-

identical items. On each trial, two arrays, one Same and

one Different (10 9 10 cm each), simultaneously appeared

on the left and the right side of the screen, 8 cm apart. For

half of the trials, the Same array was on the left and the

Different array was on the right; the reverse was true for

the other half of the trials.

In addition, two buttons could be presented on the

pigeon’s screen: a Go button and an Information button.

Each button was a 2.4-cm 9 2.4-cm square centered

between the Same and Different arrays (Figs. 2, 3). The

Go button was a black square containing three white

vertical stripes; the Information button was a white

square containing three black horizontal stripes. The Go

button was always located 1.8 cm below the Information

button. We introduced these two buttons once the birds

had reached asymptotic performance on the same–dif-

ferent discrimination containing different numbers of

items.

Procedure

Same–different training Daily training sessions com-

prised 144 trials. Arrays containing 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12

icons were equally often presented, 24 times each. At the

start of a trial, the pigeons were presented with an orienting

stimulus: a black cross on a white background in the

middle of the screen. Following one peck anywhere on the

orienting stimulus, the Same and Different arrays appeared

on a red or blue background. The pigeon’s task was to peck

directly at either the Same or the Different array. The color

of the background served as a conditional cue signaling

which array was correct. Half of the birds were required to

peck at the Same array when the background color was

blue and to peck at the Different array when the back-

ground color was red; the assignments were reversed for

the other half of the birds.

If the choice response was correct, then food was

delivered and a 12-s intertrial interval (ITI) ensued, during

which the screen blackened and the pigeon awaited the

next trial. If the choice response was incorrect, then no

food was delivered and a 15-s timeout period began. After

the timeout, correction trials were given until the correct

response was made. Only the first report response of a trial

was scored and used in data analysis.

Go-increase buttons familiarization phase After Same–

Different discrimination training, we introduced the Go and

Information TrialsGo Trials

Fig. 2 Examples of Go trials and Information trials in Experiment 1.

The pigeons first had to peck the Go button on Go trials and the

Information button on Information trials; after pecking the corre-

sponding button, the birds had to make the same–different discrim-

ination. The color of the background indicated whether the pigeons

had to choose the Same array or the Different array. For half of the

birds, the correct choice was the Same array when the background

was red, whereas the correct choice was the Different array when the

background was blue (these assignments were reversed for the other

half of the birds). Pecks to the Go button did not change the number

of displayed icons; pecks to the information button increased the

number of displayed icons
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Increase buttons to the pigeons. On these familiarization

sessions, only the Go button or the Information button was

presented on the screen and the birds were required to peck

it once to obtain food reinforcement. After one peck at the

button and the subsequent delivery of food, the birds could

proceed to the next trial. Each button was presented 80

times for a total of 160 trials. No Same or Different dis-

plays were presented during this familiarization phase.

Training: go and information trials

After the familiarization phase, we included the Go button

or the Information button along with the Same and Dif-

ferent arrays containing 2 (difficult discrimination), 4

(intermediate discrimination), and 12 (easy discrimination)

items.

On half of the trials, Go trials, only the Go button was

presented and the birds were required to first peck at this

button before choosing the Same or the Different array

(Fig. 2, left). Arrays containing 2, 4, or 12 icons were

equally often presented, 24 times each. The initial (before

pecking at the Go button) and final (after pecking at the Go

button) number of items in the arrays always remained the

same: 2–2, 4–4, and 12–12.

On the other half of the trials, Information trials, only

the Information button was presented and the birds were

required to first peck at this button. Arrays initially

containing 2 or 4 icons were equally often presented, 36

times each. Pecking at the Information button increased

the number of items in the arrays from 2 to 12 and from

4 to 12; therefore, the initial (before pecking at the

Information button) number of items was 2 or 4, but the

final (after pecking at the Information button) number of

items was always 12 (Fig. 2, right): 2–12 and 4–12. On

Information trials, we did not include arrays initially

containing 12 icons because the purpose of this phase

was to teach the birds that the Information button could

increase the number of items in the arrays; if the number

of items were already the maximum number possible (as

is the case with 12-item arrays), then pecking the

Information button could not have this effect. Thus, we

excluded 12-item arrays so that learning the function of

the Information button would not be compromised. This

phase lasted 16 days.

Choice Trials 

Fig. 3 Examples of Choice trials in Experiment 1. The pigeons had

the option to peck either the Go button or the Information button; only

one button could be chosen. Choice of the Information button

increased the number of items in the array, so the discrimination was

made easier; choice of the Go button had no effect on the number of

displayed icons, so the difficulty of the discrimination remained the

same
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Testing: choice trials

A single day of testing was given, which comprised 144

trials. We included 48 Go trials and 48 Information trials,

as described above. Randomly intermixed among these

trials, we presented 48 Choice trials, on which both buttons

were available. The birds had to choose one of these two

buttons before selecting the Same or the Different array

(see Fig. 3); choice of the Information button would

increase the number of items to 12 (from 2 or 4 items while

not changing the number of items on 12-item trials),

whereas choice of the Go button would not change the

number of items. Pecking the Information button on trials

involving fewer items would thus provide the pigeons with

more items, thereby making their task easier. Thus, on

these Choice trials, we expected that the fewer the items in

the arrays, the more likely the birds would be to choose the

Information button over the Go button.

In all of the reported tests of statistical significance, an

alpha level of .05 was adopted. For all of the repeated

measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs), the Green-

house-Geisser adjustment was used.

Results and discussion

Go-information training

During the last 5 days of Go-Information training, same–

different choice accuracy on Go trials was 62, 78, and

90 % for 2–2, 4–4, and 12–12 arrays, respectively; as

expected, the more items in the arrays, the higher the

accuracy. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA of

accuracy on Go trials as a function of the initial number of

displayed items revealed a significant effect of number,

F(2,6) = 54.48, p \ .001, confirming that the task was

difficult with 2-item arrays, easier with 4-item arrays, and

easiest with 12-item arrays.

Same–different choice accuracy on Information trials

during the last 5 days of Go-Information training was 95

and 94 % for arrays in which the number of items increased

from 2 to 12 and from 4 to 12, respectively. A one-way

repeated measures ANOVA of accuracy on Information

trials as a function of the initial number of items revealed no

significant differences, F(1,3) = 1.22, p \ .10. So, after

increasing the initial number of items from 2 or 4 to 12

items, the birds effectively used the final number of items to

solve the same–different discrimination.

Choice testing

On Go trials, overall accuracy during the testing session

was 70, 87, and 100 % for 2–2, 4–4, and 12–12 arrays,

respectively. On Information trials, overall accuracy was

98 and 100 % for 2–12 and for 4–12 arrays, respectively.

In order to confirm the immediacy of appropriate per-

formance in testing, we divided the session into halves,

each half containing 24 Choice trials—the critical trials in

which both the Go and the Information buttons were

simultaneously available.

In the first half of the testing session, pigeons chose the

Information button 93 % of the time when the initial

number of items was 2 (difficult) and 87 % of the time

when the initial number of items was 4 (intermediate), as

expected if the birds could appreciate that the initial

information provided was insufficient to solve the task.

When the initial number of items was 12 (easy), the

pigeons should not have needed additional information

(their accuracy was over 95 % correct with 12 items);

accordingly, the birds chose the Information button only

50 % of the time, much less often than when the initial

number of items was 2 or 4.

Information choices in the second half of testing showed

much the same pattern as in the first half. Pigeons chose the

Information button 84, 87, and 50 % of the time when the

initial number of items was 2, 4, and 12, respectively.

A 3 (initial number of items: 2, 4, 12) 9 2 (first and

second half of the session) repeated measures ANOVA on

the percentage of Information choices in testing yielded a

significant main effect of initial number of items,

F(2,6) = 20.72, p \ .005, indicating that choice of the

Information button over the Go button reliably depended

on the initial number of items from the inception of testing.

There was neither an effect of half of session nor an

interaction with the initial number of items. Tukey HSD

post hoc comparisons revealed that overall choice of the

Information button when the initial number of items was 2

or 4 (89 and 87 %, respectively) was in each case signifi-

cantly higher than when the initial number of items was 12

(50 %); there was no significant difference in the per-

centage of Information choices between trials in which the

initial number was 2 and trials in which the initial number

was 4. Individual birds’ performance in the first and second

half of the testing session can be seen in Fig. 4; all of the

birds chose the Information button more often when the

discrimination was difficult (2 items) or intermediate (4

items) than when the discrimination was easy (12 items).

Our pigeons’ performance thus accorded with the

expected behavior of an organism that is capable of

metacognitive control. Nonetheless, associative mecha-

nisms can also explain our birds’ behavior. During go-

information training, the birds could have learned that

when the number of items in the arrays was small, the

likelihood of food reinforcement was higher after pecking

the Information button on Information trials than after

pecking the Go button on Go trials; on the other hand,
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when the number of items in the arrays was large, the

likelihood of food reinforcement was the same after

pecking either the Information button or the Go button. If

these stimulus–response associations effectively trans-

ferred to Choice Testing, then our pigeons’ behavior could

be explained by basic principles of reinforcement.

In addition, the lower level of Information choices on

12-item trials could be the consequence of generalization

decrement. On Information training trials, the initial

number of items was 2 or 4, but never 12; because we

wanted the birds to learn that the number of items in the

arrays would increase after pecking at the Information

button, we did not include 12-item arrays so that learning

the function of the Information button would not be com-

promised (in the case of 12-item arrays, the number of

items remained the same after pecking at the Information

button). Thus, the birds had never pecked at the Informa-

tion button in the presence of 12-item arrays before the

presentation of the Choice trials. So, the lower percentage

of choices of the Information button on 12-item trials could

be due to the relative novelty of this circumstance.

Washburn et al. (2006) suggested that immediate

transfer of a metacognitive response to a new stimulus

domain—in which the animals lack any experience with

the metacognitive response—would undermine such asso-

ciative explanations (see also Smith et al. 2008). To see if

our birds would generalize their use of the information-

seeking response, in next experiment, we presented the

pigeons with two new discrimination tasks entailing dif-

ferent levels of difficulty and, without teaching them the

consequences of using the Information button in these

novel situations, we suddenly gave them the opportunity to

do so.

Under these conditions, no Information trials will have

been given during the training phase; so, the birds will not

have had an opportunity to learn that when the discrimi-

nation is difficult, the likelihood of food reinforcement is

higher after pecking the Information button on Information

trials than after pecking the Go button on Go trials. Nev-

ertheless, if the birds still show a higher likelihood of

choosing the Information button over the Go button on

difficult trials but not on easy trials, then both associative

stimulus–response and generalization decrement explana-

tions would be discounted.

Experiment 2

Method

Subjects and apparatus

The same 4 pigeons from Experiment 1 served as subjects

and were maintained under the same housing and depri-

vation conditions. The apparatus was the same as in

Experiment 1.

Transfer tasks

We used a brightness discrimination and a size discrimi-

nation as transfer tasks. All of the birds received the

transfer tasks in the same order: first, the brightness dis-

crimination and then the size discrimination. In both cases,

the discrimination involved three difficulty levels: easy,

intermediate, and difficult. In the brightness task, two

squares portraying different levels of grayness simulta-

neously appeared on the screen and the pigeons had to

select either the lighter or the darker square depending on

the color of the background (green or orange). In the size

Fig. 4 Mean percentage of choices of the Information button on

Choice trials, for each of the individual pigeons, in the first half (top)

and in the second half (bottom) of the testing session in Experiment 1.

Error bars indicate the standard error of the means
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task, two black circles of different sizes simultaneously

appeared on the screen and the pigeons had to select either

the smaller or the larger circle depending on the color of

the background screen (yellow or pink).

Procedure

Brightness discrimination training Training was similar

to same–different training in Experiment 1, except for the

discriminative stimuli. Two squares (9.5 9 9.5 cm) of

different levels of grayness (from almost black to almost

white) appeared on the left and right portions of the screen

on either a green or orange background. Between the

squares, the Go button was placed in the same location as

in Experiment 1; after pecking this button, the pigeons had

to select either the lighter or the darker square, depending

on the color of the background. Half of the birds were

required to peck the lighter square when the background

was green and to peck the darker square when the back-

ground was orange; the assignments were reversed for the

other half of the birds. The initial (before pecking the Go

button) and final (after pecking the Go button) brightness

of the squares was always the same.

We trained the birds for 10 days with stimuli portraying

different levels of grayness. We first presented the birds

with gray stimuli whose RGB values were far apart on the

brightness scale and we gradually introduced more similar

values (see ‘‘Appendix’’). We scrutinized the birds’ accu-

racy during the last 4 days of training in order to select

three pairs of values of low, intermediate, and high diffi-

culty to be used in the transfer test. Those values were 240

versus 30 (easy), 150 versus 120 (intermediate), and 140

versus 130 (difficult).1 Before the transfer test, we gave the

birds 5 days of same–different refresher training with Go,

Information, and Choice trials (exactly the same task and

procedure as in Experiment 1).

Brightness discrimination transfer One testing session

was given. We included 72 Go trials and 72 Choice trials. On

Choice trials, the Information button was presented for the

first time in this task along with the Go button. Thus, just as in

Experiment 1, on Choice trials, the pigeons had to choose

either the Go button or the Information button before making

the light–dark discrimination (see Fig. 5, left).

If the birds chose the Go button, then the difficulty level

remained the same. If the birds chose the Information

button, then the brightness of the pair of squares changed

from difficult (140 vs. 30) to easy (240 vs. 30) or from

intermediate (150 vs. 120) to easy (240 vs. 30); if the initial

brightness levels were easy (240 vs. 30), then the stimuli

remained the same.

Critically, the birds had never been taught the conse-

quences of pecking the Information button in this task. If

the birds were to effectively transfer metacognitive control

from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2, then we expected the

birds’ choice of the Information button to increase as the

difficulty of the brightness discrimination was increased.

Size discrimination training Size discrimination training

was similar to same–different and brightness discrimina-

tion training, except for the discriminative stimuli. Two

Brightness Choice Trials Size Choice Trials

Fig. 5 Examples of Choice trials for the brightness and size transfer

tasks in Experiment 2. The basic task was the same as in Experiment

1. The pigeons had the option to peck either the Go button or the

Information button. Only one button could be chosen. Choice of the

Information button made the discrimination easier, whereas choice of

the Go button had no effect on the difficulty of the discrimination

1 These numbers correspond with the RGB values of each of the

stimuli: (240, 240, 240) versus (30, 30, 30); (150, 150, 150) versus

(120, 120, 120); and (140, 140, 140) versus (130, 130, 130).
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black circles of different sizes (with diameters ranging

from 2.5 to 8.9 cm) appeared on the left and right portions

of the screen on either a yellow or pink background.

Between the circles, the Go button was placed in the same

location as in prior tasks. After pecking this button, the

pigeons had to select either the smaller or the larger circle

depending on the color of the background. Half of the birds

were required to peck at the smaller circle when the

background was yellow and to peck at the larger circle

when the background was pink; the assignments were

reversed for the other half of the birds. The initial (before

pecking the Go button) and final (after pecking the Go

button) size of the circles was always the same.

We trained the birds for 15 days with black circles of

different sizes. We initially taught the pigeons to discrim-

inate circles whose diameters were far apart and we grad-

ually introduced more similar values (see ‘‘Appendix’’).

We examined the birds’ accuracy during the last 4 days of

training in order to select three pair of values of low,

intermediate, and high difficulty to be used in the transfer

test; those values were 2.5 versus 8.9 cm (easy), 5.1 versus

6.3 cm (intermediate), and 5.6 versus 5.8 cm (difficult).

Before the transfer test, we gave the birds 5 days of same–

different refresher training with Go, Information, and

Choice trials.

Size discrimination transfer One testing session was

given. We included 72 Go trials and 72 Choice trials. On

Choice trials, the Information button was presented for the

first time along with the Go button; the birds had to choose

either the Go button or the Information button before

making the smaller-larger discrimination (see Fig. 5, right).

If the birds chose the Go button, then the difficulty of

the smaller-larger discrimination remained the same. If the

birds chose the Information button, then the size of the

circles changed so that the discrimination went from dif-

ficult (5.6 vs. 5.8 cm) to easy (2.5 vs. 8.9 cm) or from

intermediate (5.1 vs. 6.3 cm) to easy (2.5 vs. 8.9 cm); if the

initial difficulty of the smaller-larger discrimination was

easy (2.5 vs. 8.9 cm), then the discriminative stimuli

remained the same. Again, we expected choice of the

Information button to increase as the difficulty of the dis-

crimination was increased if the pigeons exhibited meta-

cognitive control.

Results and discussion

Brightness transfer test

The transfer session was divided into halves; each half

contained 36 Go trials and 36 Choice trials. On Go trials,

overall discrimination accuracy was 68, 75, and 98 % for

the difficult, intermediate, and easy brightness tasks,

respectively. A 3 (level: easy vs. intermediate vs. diffi-

cult) 9 2 (first and second half of the session) repeated

measures ANOVA on the percentage of correct responses

confirmed the disparity in accuracy among the three diffi-

culty levels, F(2,6) = 21.94, p \ .01. There was neither an

effect of block nor a significant interaction.

On Choice trials, where both the Go button and the

Information button were available, pigeons chose the

Information button 21 % of the time when the brightness

discrimination was difficult and 33 % of the time when

the brightness discrimination was intermediate; when the

brightness discrimination was easy, pigeons chose the

Information button 18 % of the time. Although choice of

the Information button was numerically higher when the

discrimination was either difficult or intermediate than

when it was easy, this disparity was not large. A 3 (level:

easy vs. intermediate vs. difficult) 9 2 (first and second

half of the session) repeated measures ANOVA on the

percentage of Information choices on the transfer day did

not yield a significant main effect or interaction. Overall,

pigeons did not choose the Information button significantly

more often as the discrimination became increasingly

difficult.

Individual birds’ performance can be seen in Fig. 6 (top

left and bottom left panels). In the first half of the session,

one of the pigeons (28Y) did exhibit the expected trend by

more often choosing the Information button when the

brightness discrimination was intermediate or difficult than

when it was easy, but another pigeon (8B) exhibited the

opposite pattern. The two remaining pigeons (28B and

85R) infrequently chose the Information button.

In the second half of the session, Pigeons 28B and 85R

showed little change in their pattern of pecking the Infor-

mation button. Pigeon 8B decreased its number of Infor-

mation choices, now showing no differential pattern

depending on the difficulty of the task. Only the Informa-

tion choices Pigeon 28Y again exhibited the trend that we

expected. Overall, Pigeon 28Y chose the Information but-

ton on 56 % of the trials when the discrimination was

difficult and on 53 % of the trials when it was intermediate;

it chose the Information button only on 12 % of the trials

when the discrimination was easy.

The next transfer test attempted to see if Pigeon 28Y’s

overall pattern of Information responding was genuinely

determined by the level of difficulty of the discrimination

or merely the result of random variation in the birds’

behavior. That transfer test also allowed us to see if the

presentation of a second novel discrimination task might

encourage the other three birds to show more robust utili-

zation of the Information button in transfer.
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Size transfer test

We examined the pigeons’ performance on the transfer day

of the size discrimination task. Just as in the brightness

task, the transfer session was divided into halves; each half

contained 36 Go trials and 36 Choice trials.

On Go trials, overall accuracy was 50, 64, and 100 %

for the difficult, intermediate, and easy size discrimina-

tions, respectively. A 3 (level: easy vs. intermediate vs.

difficult) 9 2 (first and second half of the session) repeated

measures ANOVA on the percentage of correct responses

confirmed the disparity in accuracy among the three diffi-

culty levels, F(2,6) = 26.89, p \ .001. There was neither

an effect of block nor a significant interaction.

On Choice trials, where both the Information button and

the Go button were simultaneously available, pigeons

chose the Information button 93 % of the time when the

size discrimination was difficult, 84 % of the time when the

size discrimination was intermediate, and 76 % of the time

when the size discrimination was easy. A 3 (level: easy vs.

intermediate vs. difficult) 9 2 (first and second half of the

session) repeated measures ANOVA on the percentage of

Information choices on the transfer day did not show a

main effect of difficulty level or half of the session, but the

Level 9 Half of the session interaction was significant,

F(2,6) = 5.47, p \ .05. Tukey HSD post hoc comparisons

revealed that, in the first half of the session, the percentage

of choices of the Information button when the task was

difficult (72 %) was significantly higher than when the task

was easy (58 %); choices on the intermediate task (68 %)

did not differ significantly from the other two levels. In the

second half of the session, there were no significant dif-

ferences among choices of the Information button

depending on the level of difficulty (68, 62, and 64 %, for

the difficult, intermediate, and easy discrimination,

respectively).

Individual birds’ performance can be seen in Fig. 6 (top

right and bottom right panels). Just as in the Brightness

transfer test, Pigeon 28B infrequently pecked the Infor-

mation button, either in the first or in the second half of the

session; however, the other three birds frequently did so.

Throughout the entire session, Pigeon 28Y differentially

First Half 

Second Half 

Fig. 6 Mean percentage of choices of the Information button on

Choice trials, for each of the individual pigeons, in the Brightness

transfer test (left) and in the Size transfer test (right) in Experiment 2.

Top, Information choices in the first half of the testing session;

bottom, Information choices in the second half of the testing session.

Error bars indicate the standard error of the means
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chose the Information button depending on the level of

difficulty of the task; as the task became more difficult, its

Information choices increased. Pigeons 85R and 8B tended

to exhibit this pattern in the first half of the session; but, in

the second half, these birds chose the Information button

most of the time, even in the case of the easy discrimina-

tion. It seems that these birds rapidly learned that, overall,

choice of the informative option was more advantageous

than was choice of the go option. In that case, why bother

deliberating over which button to choose? Always choose

the Information button.

It should also be noted that, compared to the first

transfer test, choice of the Information button in the second

transfer task was generally much higher. This increase in

pigeons’ readiness to peck the Information button should

not be surprising. Studies have found that the generaliza-

tion of a learned response to new contexts becomes more

likely as the number of training contexts increase (e.g.,

Bouton 1993; Gunther et al. 1998; Smith 1982); our

pigeons’ behavior nicely accords with that finding.

General discussion

In Experiment 1, the evidence suggested that pigeons had

learned the consequences of ‘‘requesting’’ or ‘‘not request-

ing’’ additional information by pecking the Information

button or the Go button, respectively, when performing

a same–different discrimination. More importantly, the

pigeons’ choice of the informative option depended on

the difficulty of the same–different task: the more difficult

the discrimination, the more likely the pigeons were to

choose the informative option. It thus seems that pigeons can

ascertain the difficulty of a prevailing discrimination task

and appropriately engage in behavior to reduce the difficulty

of that task, thereby increasing their likelihood of obtaining

food reinforcement.

Our pigeons’ behavior in Experiment 1 may be

explainable by the associative laws of reinforcement. When

the task was difficult, the likelihood of reinforcement was

higher after choosing the Information button than after

choosing the Go button; however, when the task was easy,

the likelihood of reinforcement was the same after choos-

ing the Information button or the Go button. This expla-

nation does not of course diminish the birds’ capacity for

complex, flexible, and adaptive behavior; the fact that they

could discriminate among task difficulty levels and behave

appropriately is itself noteworthy.

When, in Experiment 2, we presented the Information

button in a novel brightness discrimination task, one of our

four pigeons showed immediate (during the very first trials)

and appropriate (when the discrimination was difficult, but

not when the discrimination was easy) use of the

Information button. This outcome might not appear to

provide robust evidence of behavioral transfer, but indi-

vidual differences are commonly reported in studies

addressing metacognitive behavior in animals (e.g., Adams

and Santi 2011, with pigeons; Beran and Smith 2011, with

rhesus monkeys; Call and Carpenter 2001, with chimpan-

zees; Fujita 2009, with capuchin monkeys; Hampton 2001,

with rhesus monkeys). Such immediate and appropriate

transfer in even a single pigeon suggests that metacognitive

control may lie within this species’ capabilities. Even more

important, when in Experiment 2, we later presented our

pigeons with a second transfer task, involving a novel size

discrimination, three of our four birds showed immediate

and appropriate transfer in using the Information button.

This transfer behavior in Experiment 2 cannot so easily

be explained if the birds had in Experiment 1 merely

mastered an associative stimulus–response rule of the form,

‘‘if the stimulus arrays contain few items, then the likeli-

hood of reinforcement is higher after choosing the Infor-

mation button than after choosing the Go button, but if the

stimulus arrays contain many items, then the likelihood of

reinforcement is the same after choosing the Information

button or the Go button.’’ The stimuli to be discriminated

in the brightness and size transfer tasks in Experiment 2

were completely different from the same–different arrays,

thereby rendering such task-specific learning useless. It

seems that the birds must be able to generalize their pattern

of responding based on difficulty levels across tasks, so that

they have to understand that a same–different discrimina-

tion involving arrays containing only 2 items (difficult) is

in some way equivalent to a brightness discrimination

involving very similar shades of gray (difficult) or a size

discrimination involving very similar sizes (difficult).

Nonetheless, transferring use of the Information button

(or any metacognitive response, as in Washburn et al. 2006

or Kornell et al. 2007) might still be explained from an

associative point of view, following Smith et al.’s (2008)

proposal (see also Crystal and Foote 2009). On the one

hand, at the end of training in Experiment 1, the Infor-

mation button should have high associative strength

because it has often been followed by reinforcement. This

associative strength should transfer, partially (because

some generalization decrement is normally expected in a

new context), to the new discrimination tasks, regardless of

the primary discrimination involved in these new tasks. On

the other hand, during the brightness and size discrimina-

tion training phases in Experiment 2, the Go button was

followed by reinforcement with a relatively low probability

of reinforcement when the discrimination was difficult, so

the Go button should have low associative strength in the

context of a difficult discrimination. When, on Choice tri-

als, the Information button is suddenly presented along

with the Go button, the birds might be more likely to
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choose the Information button when the discrimination is

difficult because its generalized associative strength is

higher than the associative strength of the Go button. In the

context of an easy discrimination, the reverse should be

true; the associative strength of the Go button should be

higher than the generalized associative strength of the

Information button, so the Go button should be more likely

to be chosen in this case (see also Le Pelley 2012, for a

similar account). According to this logic, then, no meta-

cognitive process is needed in order to explain our birds’

transfer performance.

Another intriguing option to explain transfer perfor-

mance in Experiment 2 arises from the idea that, when

processing magnitude information from different stimu-

lus domains (such as time, space, size, brightness,

number), the same brain mechanisms might be involved.

For example, studies with human subjects have found

that perceived distance increases with temporal separa-

tion and, conversely, perceived duration increases with

spatial separation (Sarrazin et al. 2004). Cheng et al.

(1996) found that both pigeons and humans seemed to

integrate time elapsed and spatial displacement to pre-

dict a future reward; according to Cheng et al., both

temporal and spatial information seemed to have been

translated into a common code—the common coding

hypothesis. In the same vein, Walsh (2003) has argued

that reports of interactions among the dimensions of

space, number, and time along with evidence of shared

neural mechanisms in posterior parietal cortex support

the existence of a general system of magnitude repre-

sentation that goes beyond particular dimensions (see

also Cantlon et al. 2009).

How might this notion be applied to our transfer tasks?

Consider that multi-item Same and Different arrays actu-

ally represent the two ends of a continuum of display

variability or entropy. Same arrays entail the lowest pos-

sible entropy, whereas Different arrays entail the highest

possible entropy. Considerable prior research has shown

that the same–different discrimination is quantitative in

nature, based on the degree of entropy instantiated by the

items in the display (Wasserman and Young 2010).

Moreover, same–different discrimination is affected by the

same factors as physical dimensions like size, orientation,

and brightness. For example, equivalent entropy disparities

are more discriminable at the lower end of the entropy

scale (where there is less variability) and less discriminable

at the upper end of the entropy scale (where there is more

variability), in accordance with Weber’s Law (Castro and

Wasserman 2011; Young and Wasserman 2002). Thus,

entropy, brightness, and size might share a representational

code which facilitates generalization from one domain to

the other. This idea is well worth exploration in future

studies.

Although the underlying mechanisms might be uncer-

tain, our birds’ behavior suggests that they: (1) had to have

learned something about the difficulty levels of the initial

same–different task, (2) had to assess to what extent a

novel task was easy or difficult, and (3) had to appreciate

that the Information button allowed them to modify the

current difficulty of the task regardless of the specific

stimuli involved.

Initial reports exploring the pigeon’s metacognitive

ability to choose the alternative that best allows them to

solve a discrimination task were not encouraging (Roberts

et al. 2009), especially when rhesus monkey and capuchin

monkeys could successfully perform a computerized ver-

sion of the same task (Beran and Smith 2011). Rather than

speaking directly to the pigeons’ metacognitive capacities,

however, Roberts et al.’s (2009) results might have

reflected the pigeon’s reluctance to delay reinforcement.

Comparative studies involving the choice of a large,

delayed reward over a small, more immediate reward have

found that pigeons are more impetuous than monkeys or

humans (e.g., Logue 1988)—a tendency which might be

related to their relative higher metabolic rate (Tobin and

Logue 1994). Indeed, when the delay to reinforcement was

equilibrated for informative and noninformative options,

pigeons preferred the informative option (Roberts et al.

2012; Zentall and Stagner 2010). So, species disparities

might not be due to qualitative differences in their cogni-

tive or metacognitive capabilities, but to biological exi-

gencies that eclipse their display of less urgent higher order

capacities.

Unlike these prior pigeon projects, our present project

deployed a task that is more closely related to the infor-

mation-seeking tasks that have been used to study primate

behavior (Call 2010; Call and Carpenter 2001; Hampton

et al. 2004; Marsh and MacDonald, 2011a, b). For exam-

ple, in the tube paradigm—the most widely used task to

study information-seeking behavior in monkeys and apes—

animals were given two options before attempting to

retrieve a hidden food reward: either to look or not to look

inside the tubes. Looking into the tubes when baiting had

not been observed increased the animals’ likelihood of

retrieving food reinforcement. In our task, pigeons were

given two options before attempting to solve a visual dis-

crimination: either to peck the Information button or to

peck the Go button. Pecking the Information button when

the task was difficult increased the birds’ likelihood of

obtaining food reinforcement.

We surely must be sensitive to any disparities among

species and to study the reasons for those disparities. Plus,

we must be careful not to make unwarranted inferences

concerning the contents of organisms’ private experiences

(Wasserman and Zentall 2012). Nonetheless, even pigeons

may be able to perform those complex, flexible, and
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adaptive behaviors that are needed to solve demanding

information-seeking tasks. We hope that our present

methods and findings encourage others to further explore

the species generality of information-seeking behavior.

Appendix

See Tables 1 and 2.
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